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PACIFIC ORTHODONTIC ALUMNI NEWSLETTER
ARTH UR A. DU G ONI SC HOOL OF D E NT I ST RY

March 2019

COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT
By Dr. Jetson Lee, Class of 1986

The hustle and bustle of the holiday season has wound down. Happy New
Year to all! I hope everyone is having a great year so far. This has been an
exciting time for our department since our fall issue.
The Department held its annual Welcome BBQ in August. Dr. Boyd hosted a
wonderful party on a beautiful day with a great turnout. It was a great chance
for everyone to get to know the Class of 2020.
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Welcome BBQ for the Class of 2020 on Saturday, August 18.
In September, one of our graduates, Arif Alvi, Class of 1984 was elected the
13th President of Pakistan, only the second dentist ever to become a head of
state. You can read about Arif’s journey in this issue.

Dr. Arif Alvi being administered the oath of President of Pakistan by
Chief Justice Mian Saqib Nisar at the Alwan-e-Sadr, Islamabad on
September 9, 2018. Former President Mamnoon Hussain and Prime
Minister Imran Khan are also present.
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COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)
Another exceptional class of residents graduated in September. A day of presentations from Dr. Mark Hans and the
residents culminated with a wonderful evening at the City Club of San Francisco.
Alumni were able to catch up at a reception during the PCSO in Monterey on Saturday, October 13. The reception
was held in the Portola Room of the Portola Hotel and was shared with Loma Linda, USC, and Washington.
On Friday, November 2, residents and alumni gathered at Spark Social SF, Mission Bay’s neighborhood block party
just 2 blocks from the new Chase Center. We reserved the double decker bus. Some congregated around one of
several fire pits. With numerous food trucks and a beer/sangria garden, everyone had an enjoyable evening!

Residents, alumni, and faculty gathered at Spark Social SF.
In December, after a long and arduous process, Dr. Heesoo Oh, Class of 2005 was named the chair of the Department
of Orthodontics. Candidates from the University of Washington, Virginia Commonwealth University and the University
of North Carolina were also part of the interview process. Heesoo has been a full-time faculty member since 2005 and
has been program director since 2010. She is only the fourth chair of the postgraduate program, the first graduate of
our program and the first woman. We look forward to her energy and commitment to our program. There will be more
from Heesoo in her first report as chair.

Dr. Eustaquio Araujo

The 120th Annual Alumni Meeting was held on Friday and Saturday, March 1-2 at the Fairmont Hotel. Dr. Eustaquio
Araujo from Saint Louis University spoke at the Fred West Lecture on Friday about “Recognizing and Correcting
Developing Malocclusions” and “Revisiting Class III Treatment”.
We hope to see many of you at the 2019 AAO Annual Session in Los Angeles, May 3-7, 2019. The Opening Ceremonies
will be on Saturday, May 4 from 5:00 pm to 7:00 pm at the Microsoft Theatre. Alumni receptions will follow between
7:00 pm and 8:30 pm at the JW Marriott LA Live. The Excellence in Orthodontics Awards Ceremony on Sunday features
filmmaker Ron Howard as the keynote speaker. Finally, the AAO Celebration featuring Tom Thumb and the Hitchhikers
(with Dr. Patrick Turley as lead singer) is scheduled for Sunday evening from 7:00 pm to 9:30 pm at Microsoft Square
L.A. Live, the sports and live entertainment district surrounding the STAPLES Center and Microsoft Theatre.
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COMMITTEE CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)

Microsoft Square L.A. Live sports and entertainment
district.

The PCSO 83rd Annual Session returns to the
Hilton Hawaiian Village October 2-6.

2021 will mark the 50th anniversary of our program so I am sure that plans will be in place for a celebration to rival
the successful 25th anniversary celebration in 1996 at the Carnelian Room.
The events listed above are made possible with assistance from your membership dues. I want to thank you for your
continued support. Please renew your membership or if you have not joined, I encourage you to consider joining.
Please feel free to contact me at orthojet@aol.com with any questions or concerns. We are also always looking for
people with ideas and energy to become involved with our chapter of the alumni association.
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DEPARTMENT CHAIR’S REPORT
By Dr. Heesoo Oh, Class of 2005
Dear Alumni,
It is my great privilege to serve as the Chair of the Orthodontic Department at
University of the Pacific, Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry. Dr. Robert Boyd
has certainly left me large shoes to fill! It is an honor to be able to build upon the
many things he was able to achieve during his 21 years of service.
As I take on the challenges of being department Chair, I feel fortunate to be
surrounded by many great alumni, faculty, and staff who are dedicated to our
students and to our department. I am confident that I can work together with
every member of our orthodontic department and alumni in order to make our
orthodontic program one of the best in the world.
In wanting to promote a culture of transparency, I would like to share the letter I sent to the members of our
orthodontic department when I officially assumed my role as Department Chair on January 1, 2019.
The start of a new year provides a time to reflect on where we have been and where we are headed. As I begin
my role as the new chair, it is important to focus on reflection and planning for the future. While I continue to
obtain feedback about our program and vision for the department, I have identified the following key challenges/
opportunities for the department:
❱ Faculty hiring and development: This is a time of major change as three of our treasured faculty members retire.
They are Drs. Robert Boyd (former chairman, 1996-2019), Mohamed Fallah (Pre-doc director, 2002-2019),
and Gabby Thodas (clinic director, 2014-2019). It will be challenging to replace these three great scholars,
colleagues, and friends, but it is also an exciting opportunity to invest in the next generation of orthodontic
educators who will form the foundation of the department’s future.
Our priority is to hire faculty with the vision to lead the department in new strategic directions and to strengthen
our core elements. This will in turn create an opportunity to open new educational resources for residents,
strengthen the department, and expand research and scholastic activities. Since new faculty hires can impact
the program for decades, we must think deeply and strategically about future additions to the program. I value a
vigorous discussion regarding new faculty hires and encourage everyone’s participation in this important process.
Search committees for a new clinic director and one tenure track full-time faculty have been formed.
Quality faculty development is the cornerstone to educational and scholastic excellence. Thus, we will create
more effective, ongoing professional development plans for our faculty members.
❱ Restructuring curriculum to prepare for the future: We live in a world that is quickly changing, where the
future is uncertain and unpredictable. Our knowledge is doubling exponentially, but the useful lifespan of that
knowledge is decreasing significantly. We need to explore how to learn and how to distinguish the important
from the expendable. The goal of our education is to inspire our residents to become lifelong learners who
continue to add new knowledge and skills in order to become excellent orthodontists. Our residents should have
a deep understanding of the fundamentals of science and clinical orthodontics and should be equipped with
critical thinking and problem-solving abilities. The curriculum committee will work with the course directors to
implement changes to enhance learning and to find ways to better assess resident competencies.
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DEPARTMENT CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)
Health care is increasingly complex and must draw upon the distinct yet complementary skills of various
health disciplines. Creating and incorporating various interdisciplinary and interprofessional (e.g. dentistry and
medicine) educational elements will be necessary in preparing our residents for the future of oral healthcare. A
good example is sleep dental medicine.
The pre-doc curriculum also needs major restructuring to enhance student exposure to orthodontics and to
provide them with practical clinical experience. We must provide a solid foundation for orthodontic diagnosis
and treatment, so that dental student can graduate with sufficient knowledge to make competent decisions in
diagnosis and recognition of malocclusions.
❱ Improving clinical process in the pursuit of clinical excellence: This is essential to striving for the highest
standards of clinical practice and continuous quality improvement. As we face the ever-evolving regulatory
landscape for health records and challenges of the digital era, we will develop processes that comply with
regulations. Our goal is to enhancing clinical care through systematic follow-ups and assessment, without
compromising resident learning.
Achievement of these goals for patient-centered care will require a significant collaborative effort between clinical
faculty, residents, and staff. We need to rethink and reinvent the utilization of various programs and online
platforms (Axium, Canvas, radiology reports etc.) to support clinical process that can produce the best possible
clinical outcome for our patients, while also maximizing the learning experience for our residents. Our residents
should strive for ABO certification immediately upon graduation, which would provide them with a significant
professional milestone and would concurrently advance our specialty.
❱ Increasing scholastic activities: We are extremely proud of the caliber of our residents and their enthusiasm
for their research projects and potential contribution to our specialty and scientific literature. Developing more
effective strategies to fit research into a 27-month program that can lead to increased publication in peerreviewed journals will be one of our other goals. New faculty hires can help to support our residents’ research
efforts by partnering with current research faculty, as well as researchers from other departments and disciplines.
In addition, we should look into expanding our interest in dental informatics research. Digital healthcare data
are now commonly available and can be easily analyzed. Just imagine the amount of clinical data accumulated
daily through digital information: medical and dental history, diagnostic information, clinicians’ treatment
decisions, and digital data transformed from the 3D imaging records (CBCTs, digital models, facial scans).
Dental informatics based on this massive clinical digital data will transform healthcare in the future. I believe
this is a promising area, and we are well placed for conducting this type of research.
Our department and the dental school have established strong global collaborations with many institutions,
and we will continue our collective efforts to foster an excellent research environment that advances clinical
orthodontics and promotes our school’s status at both the national and international levels.
❱ Improving Communication: One of our most important priorities is to improve communication within the
department and with alumni. I want to promote open communication and the sharing of information with all
parties within the department. Our alumni are a part of our success story and should continue to feel a part of
our community after graduation.
Our department should be the center for continuous learning, for updating professional knowledge, and for
honing skills after graduation. I will work closely with our alumni association in order to energize and increase
alumni engagement. As a small initiative, an alumni survey has been conducted to gain alumni feedback.
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DEPARTMENT CHAIR’S REPORT (CONT’D)
❱ Scholarship fundraising to reduce educational cost: We face the challenges of rising educational costs that are
coupled with increased living costs in the Bay Area. Consequently, fewer residents are entering academia, which
threatens the future sustainability of educational orthodontic programs.
We must be proactive in reducing student educational debt and making every effort to attract young, bright residents
into academia. Recently, Dr. Arthur Dugoni initiated the Legacy Flywheel philanthropic effort to raise funds for student
scholarships and create endowments to help resolve this very issue. I fully support this effort and commit myself to
working closely with him to achieve this powerful goal in the near future. Please ask him about the Legacy Flywheel
and its goal to provide scholarships for every resident and many endowed professorships.
We have so much to be proud of, and yet, there is still so much more to accomplish. It is important to continue our
rich history and wonderful culture of working with great people. With significant budget cuts underway for the next
couple of years, it is a challenging time for our department and for our dental school. Therefore, we must prioritize
our needs and wisely allocate our budget for various departmental projects.
I will promote, encourage and welcome a vigorous discussion between all members of our department as we shape
the future of our program. I will continue to listen to your valuable input, gather feedback, and update you on a regular
basis. I am excited for 2019 and all of the positive changes that it will bring!
Yours cordially,
Heesoo Oh
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EVERY DENTIST MUST TEST THEIR STERILIZERS WEEKLY

The Dugoni School Sterilizer Monitoring Service provides quality
monitoring services and supports dental education.
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YOUR SUBSCRIPTION DOLL ARS HELP SUPPORT A STUDENT SCHOL ARSHIP FUND.

You already know that infection control regulations require use of a sterilizer monitoring service. But did you know
that the University of the Pacific, Arthur A. Dugoni School of Dentistry Sterilizer Monitoring Service uses its profits to
provide scholarships for dental students? Since 2003, this service has generated $402,150 in student scholarships.
With additional subscribers (like you) we could do so much more!
Our Sterilizer Monitoring Service provides high quality biological monitoring for all types of office sterilizers. The
cost is $199.00 annually for each sterilizer. Instructions for using the test strips are included. Reports of
test results are provided to document your compliance.

ORDERING INFORMATION
ONLINE www.go.pacific.edu/DugoniSMS
EMAIL elara@pacific.edu
PHONE 415.929.6622
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RESULTS OF ALUMNI SURVEY
Prepared by Dr. Jennifer Yau, Class of 2015
In the recent alumni survey, we were able to successfully gather feedback on our orthodontic program. Out of the
267 orthodontic alumni since 1974, there were 90 alumni (33.7%) who responded to this survey. We thank you for
those who responded. Most alumni prefer email communication.
Among the alumni between 1974 to 2018, there is a general consensus on the strengths of our program, which include:
❱ Clinical excellence
❱ Diversity of treatment modalities (strength in Invisalign and mixed dentition treatment)
❱ Progressiveness and cutting-edge Technology
❱ Humanistic approach
These strengths can be credited to the high quality of faculty members within this program. We hope to continue to
seek quality faculty to fill the department positions.
Areas for improvement include:
❱ Keep and find more quality faculty
❱ Business-focused courses
❱ Increase alumni involvement
❱ Expensive tuition
— Need for scholarships/subsidized tuition/stipend
❱ Mentorship program
We also hope to have more alumni involvement with the
program. A mentorship program has been suggested,
and many alumni have shown interest in becoming
mentors. Alumni also hope to see more CE courses
offered on the latest technological advancements.
By having excellent faculty and increased alumni involvement, our orthodontic program will in turn attract quality
residents. We have received increasing number of applications every year, and we hope to continue this despite our
higher tuition costs.
Our ultimate goals are to continuously improve the program and maintain a strong reputation as an orthodontic
residency. We will take all suggestions seriously and come up with solutions to address issues/concerns.
								

Evaluation

Quality of Research Opportunities						

Above Average to Excellent

Preparation for the ABO Written Exam						

Above Average to Excellent

Preparation for the ABO Clinical Exam						

Above Average to Excellent

Exposure to Various Treatment Modalities and Philosophies				

Above Average to Excellent

Availability of Clinical Instruments and Supplies and Computers Needed to Treat Patients

Above Average to Excellent

Support Staff in the Clinic and Department During the Program			

Average

Support of the Alumni During the Program					

Average

Academic Reputation of our Graduate Program					

Above Average to Excellent

Clinical Reputation of our Graduate Program					

Above Average to Excellent
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FROM ORTHODONTIST TO PRESIDENT OF PAKISTAN
By Jetson S. Lee, Class of 1986
I remember Arif Alvi as a resident in our program. I was a dental
student and came to know several classes of residents. Arif was a
skinny young man with glasses and dark hair. It appears that he has
put on a healthy 20 pounds since then…but haven’t we all?
On September 4, 2018, Arif was elected the 13th president of
Pakistan. Yes, one of our graduates is a head of state! Moreover, he
is only the second dentist ever to be a head of state. (Dr. Gurbanguly
Berdimuhamedow has served as president of Turkmenistan since
2007.)
I had a chance to congratulate him the day before the election
as he was the frontrunner and appeared to have enough electoral
votes to win. Arif emailed me back with thanks and offered some
thoughts from his days as a resident and experiences taking the ABO
examination, which I will share with you later.
Arif was born in Karachi, Pakistan on July 29, 1949. His father was a dentist in India who moved to Karachi after
the establishment of Pakistan. He received his Bachelor of Dental Science from De’Montmorency College of Dentistry
and earned his Masters degree in Prosthodontics from the University of Michigan in 1975 before coming to us and
receiving his Masters degree in Orthodontics in 1984. Arif returned home and started the Alvi Dental Hospital.
In 1995, Arif passed the ABO examination and became a diplomate. He was active in dentistry and became the
president of the Pakistan Dental Association as well as dean of the faculty of orthodontics of the College of Physicians
and Surgeons Pakistan, president of the Asia Pacific Dental Federation and councillor of the FDI World Dental Federation.

Arif with his classmates in 1984: James Stenger, Mark Douglas, Candice Tisack, and Thad Champlin.
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ORTHODONTIST TO PRESIDENT (CONT’D)
While in dental school, Arif became active in the student movement, including a stint as president of the student union,
and a vocal critic of General Ayub Khan’s military regime. He was shot twice during a protest in 1969 on Mall Road,
Lahore. He still carries a bullet lodged in his right arm as a symbol of his struggle for democracy in Pakistan.
In 1979, Arif unsuccessfully ran for a seat of the Provincial Assembly of Sindh as a candidate of the Jamaat-e-Islami
Pakistan. Becoming disillusioned, he quit the party and left politics in 1988.
Arif was a founding member of Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI) in 1996 after becoming re-inspired by Imran Khan. He
was instrumental in the writing of its constitution. Several more unsuccessful attempts were made to gain a seat of the
Provincial Assembly.
After serving as secretary general of the PTI from 2006 to 2013, Arif was elected to the National Assembly of
Pakistan in 2013. In August of 2018, Prime Minister Imran Khan nominated him as a candidate for president
of Pakistan (outgoing President Hussain declined re-election for a second five-year term). Arif defeated Aitzaz
Ahsan of the Pakistan People’s Party ad Maulana Fazlur Rehman of the Pakistan Muslim League-Nawaz and
some other opposition groups.
Married with four children, Arif vows to resolve issues like water scarcity, health and justice. On the eve of the election,
he shared these thoughts with me from an email he sent to Dean Nadershahi and Dean Emeritus Arthur Dugoni, which
I excerpt here:
Dear Dean Dr. Nadershahi and Art,
It was a pleasure to hear from you. The deep admiration I have for Art Dugoni has inspired me all my life. His selfless
devotion to a cause and insistence to raise funds as well as to lift the profile of dentistry has been nothing short of
awesome.
I recall an important episode of my years at UOP, now Arthur Dugoni School of Dentistry, that I must narrate. I
joined the graduate program in Orthodontics in 1982 and had saved up for it. The law stated that funds would be
transferred officially from Pakistan through a bank every quarter. Things went well the first year but then two things
happened. My father passed away in Pakistan, and the rupee had a huge depreciation against the dollar. Lo and
behold my savings were not enough for my studies to continue.
I decided to visit Art who was the Dean to inform him that after one year training I could not continue my studies and
wanted to ask him whether UOP would accommodate me a few years later for the unfinished part of my program.
Art asked me whether I had enough to live in San Francisco (with Samina and my three children). I informed him
that I do. He said fine, continue your program. (Arrangements were made so Arif could pay his tuition. Details have
been left out for privacy). That is how I became an orthodontist. Such leadership is sure to leave deep impressions.
Some people may know of another episode in my life when coming to appear in my Orthodontic Boards, my
briefcase containing all original X-rays and data was snatched at New York airport in 1992. Could not appear that
year and earned my Boards with my B-team of patients the next year.
Thank you UOP, thank you leaders, thank you Art.
Regards,
Dr. Arif Alvi
Class of 1984
His Dugoni family is so proud of him and wishes him all the best during his tenure and beyond guiding his country,
the profession of dentistry.
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DR. MOHAMMED FALLAH’S WORLDWIDE JOURNEY
By Dr. Joorak Park, Class of 2008
Dr. Mohammed Fallah is one of three faculty members in our department who
will be retiring this June.
Dr. Fallah was born one month after D-Day in July 1944, the first of four boys
and two girls, in Tripoli, Libya. In 1961, through a government scholarship, he
left for higher education in England. He studied dentistry at the Royal Dental
Hospital of London (Class of 1969), the oldest dental school in England.
Although he wanted to specialize in oral and maxillofacial surgery (OMFS),
instability in Libya forced Dr. Fallah to return home after completing his dental
education. He was the first university-trained dentist in Tripoli. He worked as
general practitioner for four years.
Meanwhile, he married his wife who had a degree in business administration
and was awarded a scholarship to study in the United States. Dr. Fallah decided
to seek for an opportunity to study OMFS at Pittsburg in 1973. Surprisingly he
received a letter from the orthodontics department chair, Dr. Sassouni, to join
his orthodontic class instead of the OMFS program. Due to local politics and the October war, he could not leave the
country in time.
Dr. Fallah arrived in the United States on Columbus Day, headed directly to Dr. Sassouni’s office and said, “Here I am,
I want to start the program.” Dr. Sassouni told him that the program had already started three months ago, but asked
Dr. Fallah to stay and complete a rotation fellowship. He started his orthodontic residency with the orthodontic class of
1976. Having Dr. Sassouni as his mentor, Dr. Fallah worked on the academic side. Dr. Sassouni was very progressive
and worked with Dr. Fallah on digitizing facial structures for which they received a $750,000 research grant (close
to $4,000,000 today). Although Dr. Sassouni wanted to continue to work with Dr. Fallah, he had to return to his
home country due to family reasons. He was the first orthodontist in Libya. Unfortunately, Dr. Sassouni died early from
leukemia before his work was finished.
Back home, Dr. Fallah worked as the chief dental officer and advised the WHO on oral health service. He completed
the first oral epidemiology of his country, planning and directing dental health there. Then, he focused on dental
education, starting started three dental programs to train dentists and one to train oral health auxiliaries. After
his children finished high school, he decided to move back to the U.S. where his children could pursue higher
education. He met Dr. Boyd in 1999 and joined him on the clinical trial for the InvisalignTM treatment. Dr. Fallah’s
background on digitizing records was in line with Dr. Boyd’s vision of using the InvisalignTM system as a 3D digital
tool for treatment simulation.
Align Technology recruited Dr. Fallah in 2000 to expand and complete clinical trials on orthodontic treatment, helping
them go public. He left Align in 2009. In 2003, upon the departure of Dr. Vlaskalic, Dr. Boyd recruited Dr. Fallah
as the pre-doctoral program director of our department. He helped to initiate the InvisalignTM clinical program for
the graduate residents. Dr. Fallah also established the InvisalignTM elective program for the pre-doctoral students,
which was restricted to minor crowding. He restructured the curriculum to include basic orthodontics and growth
& development before teaching clinical orthodontics. Case-based studies were also added to review diagnosis and
treatment planning for the second-year dental students. Finally, Dr. Fallah worked to transition our graduate program
to adopt the digital system.
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DR. MOHAMMED FALLAH (CONT’D)
Dr. Fallah has three children, who all became dentists,
and two of whom attended the Dugoni School.
Heshaam, his oldest child (UCLA ’03) completed his
OMFS training at UCSF and is currently the attending
OMFS at Kaiser Permanente hospital at Oakland
and Richmond, CA. His second child, Basma (DDS
’04 and Ortho ’07), is an orthodontist in a private
practice in Texas. His youngest child, Farah (DDS
’09), is working in the Bay Area.
Dr. Fallah is not fully retiring from work yet. He will
be actively working with a Libyan NGO to help his
country improve its quality of life and reintegrate with
the world community. He plans to move to Texas to
help Basma’s booming private practice. He also plans
to publish an early treatment study with Basma and
a surgery-first approach technique with Heshaam.
Dr. Fallah was a member of the school rowing team
in England and enjoys playing soccer and basketball.
He is also a Warrior fan.

Dr. Sassouni with Dr. Fallah at his ortho graduation.

AN INNOVATION EVOLUTION
INNOVATING TO DELIVER THE CLINICAL RESULTS YOU EXPECT

2009

2010

2011

2011

2011

2013

Optimized
attachments
for extrusion
and rotation

Improved
Power Ridge®
feature for
control of lingual
root torque

Multi-tooth
extrusion
for anterior
open bite

Multi-plane
movement
feature
for control
of laterals

Optimized
Attachments
for mesio-distal
root tip control

SmartTrack™
aligner material
for improved
control of tooth
movements

NOW THAT’S SMART.

In the last 4 years, Align Technology has introduced a series of Invisalign innovations to improve
clinical outcomes for you and your patients.
®

SmartForce® attachments and aligner features are engineered to deliver the force systems to achieve predictable tooth movements.
SmartTrack™ is a highly elastic aligner material that improves control of tooth movements with Invisalign.
• A study of 1015 patients shows that SmartTrack significantly improves control of tooth movements such as rotation and extrusion (p<0.001)*

LEARN MORE ABOUT THE INNOVATION EVOLUTION AT INVISALIGN
Visit www.AlignTechInstitute.com
Data on file at Align: *Compared to patients treated
with aligners made with previous Invisalign material.
N12679
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KEEPING IN TOUCH
Class of 1999
Nicole Nalchajian
Hmmm... What have I been up to?
Professionally: my partner and cousin Greg
Nalchajian and I own Nalchajian Orthodontics
in Fresno, and a second location in Clovis,
CA. It’s a fairly large practice, we have 25
employees. We do a fair amount of InvisalignTM,
and are members of the Schulman Group,
which has been a wonderful experience for us.
My Dad was an orthodontist in Fresno, so he
started the tradition for us here, and we are
working hard to live up to the good reputation
he developed and the high standards he set Nicole Nalchajian ’99 with sons Liam (14), Michael (10) and
forth so many years ago.
husband Toufik.
Personally: I married Toufik Harmaz (my boyfriend way back from
when I was in residency) and we have two boys. Liam is 14, a
freshman. Michael is 10, 5th grade. They are both wonderful boys,
different as can be of course, but beautiful in their individual ways.
I’m trying to groom them early for a future spot at UOP. Liam may be
interested...we will see! Toufik is keeping things going on the home
front while I’m at work. It certainly is a lot to manage.
For fun: I LOVE to cook, my happiest place is in my kitchen with
my music on, so we eat home most nights. In winter we like to ski
and snowboard. We of course love to travel when we can, and go
camping.
Looking forward to hearing from the others, I keep in touch with all
except Richard, and of course Jae, who passed away.

Liam and Michael…future Tigers?

Our Clinic Director, Dr. Gabrielle Thodas ’95 teaching
preclinical crown and bridge in 1978.
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KEEPING IN TOUCH (CONT’D)

Dr. Adrian Vogt ’94 after teaching in the Mixed Dentition clinic for 24 years has retired
from teaching and private practice. He is supported by Dr. Adrienne Joy ’18, Dr. Steven
Dugoni ’81, Dr. Maryse Aubert ’80, Dr. Gabrielle Thodas ’95, and Dr. Heesoo Oh ’05.
Missing from the mixed dentition staff is Dr. Victor Lee ’13 and Dr. Jetson Lee ’86.

Drs. Adrienne Joy ’18, Jared Little ’18, and Brad Albertson ’18 at the InvisalignTM Summit
with Dr. Boyd. All three residents garnered awards in different categories.
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NECROLOGY REPORT
Dr. Nathan Tom, former Director of the Pre-doctoral program passed away peacefully on January 4, 2019 at the age
of 84. His wife, three children and their spouses, and six grandchildren survive him.
Following his graduation from the College of Physicians and Surgeons (predecessor of our school), he practiced general
dentistry in Newark before earning his orthodontic degree from the University of Detroit. He opened a practice in
Fremont and after 30 years of private practice, joined the faculty at UOP in the early 80’s. He was the director of the
Pre-doctoral program until his retirement in the late 90’s.
Dr. Richard Campisi passed away peacefully on January 28, 2019 at the age of 83. He is survived by his wife, three
children and their spouses, and eight grandchildren. He taught orthodontics to the dental students before our graduate
program began.
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